Introduction
Let Í3 > log 3 -1 be fixed . Erdös [1 ] stated without proof that the sequence of integers n having a divisors d, d' such that d < d' < d(1+(log n)-a) has asymptotic density 0 . It was also stated that if /3 < log 3 -1 then this density is 1, but this claim has had to be withdrawn .
In this note we prove a result which is more precise than the former one quoted above, particularly for the small d's (essentially those for which log d = o (log n)) .
THEOREM . Let e > 0 be fixed and set q(x) = 3-(1 +e),/(2 log log x .log log log log x) and
Then the number of integers n < x having divisors d, d' such that
Alternatively, the sequence of integers n having divisors d, d' such that
has asymptotic density 0 .
Remarks. (i) The two forms are equivalent because of the slow decrease of 11(n) . (ii) If we restrict our attention to divisors d > xó (or > n') for any fixed S > 0, the factor 0/log log log log x may be replaced by any function of x tending to infinity in the definition of rl(x) . This will be made clear in the proof of the theorem . The idea of the proof is to consider weighted sums over the integers n, the weight being constructed so that only integers n with divisors d, d' close together have positive weight, but in such a way that the sum is not dominated by n's and d's in which we are not interested ; these are integers with either an abnormal number, or abnormal distribution, of prime factors . This formula is well-known and is proved by contour integration . It holds for all x > 0 if we interpret log x as 1 say for x < e : and we make this convention throughout the paper . Hence
and we use the formula above again . Since 0(x, d) > 1/log x there is no difficulty with the error term and
We choose y = 1/3, and deduce that Ramanujan [5] that for all but o(x) integers n < x, we have Ifl(n)-log log xl < O(x),/log log x .
We restrict the sum above to integers n for which this inequality is satisfied, and deduce that the number of integers n with such a divisor dd' is a x{o (1)+q(x)Y ( x)11iog log xl By definition of q(x), this is o(x) as required . We notice that for these "large" d's the factor /log log log log x in q(x) is not needed . The proof is a little more difficult when we drop the condition d > xó . Consider the sum We choose z = 1/3, and deduce that E B 31og log d-4(n, a) < xri(x)log log x .
n<xdd'in
We need the following lemma, which is an application of Theorem VI of Erdös [2] :
LEMMA . Let A > 0 be fixed, and let N(x, ~) denote the number of integers n < x such that for some d, ~ < d < n, we have I Sl(n, d) -log log dj > (1 +A),/(2 log log d . log log log log d) . and we apply this result with~(x) = d o (x) . We restrict the sum above to integers n not counted by N(x, do (x)), with A = s/2, and deduce that the number of integers n < x with a divisor dd' of the required type is N(x, d o (x))+xrl(x)log log x .3t1+x),/tz iae log xaoe log log log X> By the definition of q(x) and the relation A = e/2, this is o(x) as required .
